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GRATITUDE , selfless gratitude! Gratitude to all Buddhas,
Bodhisattvas , Patriarchs , masters, teachers and all who
have made manifest the Dharma . As disciples of the
Buddha we continually renew our faith in the Three
Treasures: the Buddha , The Dharma , The Sangha-a faith
deeper and stronger than the roots of a great oak tree ,
unshakeable .
GRATITUDE ; gratitude in Buddha, the all-embracing,
complete and perfect One . By prostrating before Buddha
without reservation , without doubt , by prostrating
wholeheartedly, all distinctions of heaven and earth , good
and bad , drop away . Buddha bows to Buddha , we bow to
ourselves . The " unattainable " Buddha is attained in this
very act.
GRATITUDE ; gratitude in the Dharma. The Truth which is
not opposed by any untruth . The Dharma , the allembracing oneness manifesting itself in every form , every
action . The ungraspable , unknowing Dharma . Snow is
white , sky is blue! Gratitude in the Dharma is gratitude in
the birth and death of all things, as well as that which
knows no birth , no death . Gratitude in the Dharma is just
gratitude-every moment, every breath .
GRATITUDE ; gratitude in the Sangha . The wisdom and
warmth which sustain our ceaseless exertion . The practice
of compassion , flow ing from our deep faith , hearts empty
of greed and anger , minds pure and enduring . The Sangha
-those who have heard the Dharma with more than just
their ears , those for whom practice is life , those who have
vowed to liberate all sentient beings and earnestly work in
that manner .
THE THREE JEWELS , in gratitude we practice, in
gratitude we prostrate , in gratitude we aid all beings . With
no reservation , with no thought , freely , gratefully . Tears of
gratitude for the Buddha , Dharma, Sangha-the Three
Precious Jewels . Tears of gratitude for all beings, all
beings just as they are . Songs of gratitude and joy for that
which sustains us all .
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This was adapted from a section of a book by Yasutani-roshi called Eight Beliefs in Buddhism. It was published in an early Zen Bow (Vol. II , No. 2.) It was very
well received and over the years we have had repeated requests for a reprint of this
article . As its subject matter fits in well with the general theme of this issue it was
decided to include it .

Radio and television, as we all know, make it possible for us to hear
and see things happening far away. The responsive communion
between Buddhas and sentient beings is of this kind of long-distance
communication on a spiritual plane. That is to say, the reciprocity can
be invisible and take place regardless of distance.
You have already heard me say that Buddha-nature is
indigenous to all, and that Buddhas of the past even now are engaged
in the task of wiping away defiling dusts from their Buddha-nature.
Still , if there were no mutual attraction or sympathy between
Buddhas and sentient beings, none of us could ever become a
Buddha. Just as a seed will not sprout without sunlight or heat or
water or soil , so our Buddha-nature seed without the light of the
Buddhas' wisdom and the waters of their compassion will not grow
and flourish .
Chin-k'ai, founder of the T'ien-t'ai sect of Buddhism in China,
describes four types of responsive communion between Buddhas and
other forms of consciousness.
(1) Latent motivation
and undiscernible
response:

Our deep-rooted desire is not apparent to us, yet in our
subconscious mind we are already seeking the Buddha's Way , which
is likewise undiscernible but is nonetheless guiding us at all times . It
is like the seed of the plant which has not been exposed to the sun's
light or heat directly but which responds to the indirect stimuli of
temperature and humidity. Of the four kinds of responsive
communion, this is the most fundamental. Though one may not be
consciously aware of seeking the Buddha's teachings, at a subconscious level one may well be searching. The Buddhas' invisible
response is to this subconscious yearning.
The main source of this unapparent response is monks who do
zazen by themselves in small mountain temples or solitary retreats.
Isolated from intruders and visitors, they devote themselves to zazen,
to chanting sutras (the teachings of the Buddha) , and to reciting the
Great Vows to save all living beings . The response also comes from
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the many great masters who spend their lives in mountain retreats
doing zazen and engaging in other devotions to feed this invisible
response . Those of shallow understanding protest that such endeavors
contribute nothing of social value and are no more than a selfish
concern with one ' s own well-being . Actually, such work is altruism of
the highest order .
(2) Latent motivation
and discernible
response:

Now the Buddha ' s teaching is evident . Lectures on the
Buddha ' s Way are being given in many places and many zazen
meditation groups are active . Although it may seem that most people
are not interested in such activities , yet in their subconscious minds
they are being influenced in greater ways than is realized. We should
not be discouraged if large numbers of persons do not attend lectures
on Buddhism or engage in zazen . Such efforts are not in vain . Much
more is being accomplished than we realize, and on many levels . It is
like the seed under the soil which is ready to sprout but only needs
light and water to bring it forth . Therefore it is good to commit
oneself to these unspectacular exertions with strong faith and joy. Our
efforts are bound to be effective .

(3) Discernible
motivation and latent
response:

We are becoming eager and now we are aware of it. We look
for a leader but can 't find one . Despite delays and disappointments,
we will not be put off. So long as we continue to study and practice
devotedly, our understanding of the Buddha's Way becomes clearer
and deeper and eventually this ardor brings forth a good teacher .

(4) Discernible
motivation and
discernible response:

The greater one's devotion to the Buddha's Way, the greater
the guidance from the Buddha and the sooner the opening of the
Mind's eye . Like a plant which because it is properly nourished and
cared for blooms earlier and more beautifully, our awakening also is
quicker and more complete.
Let me give you a concrete example of the working of
responsive communion between Buddhas and living beings . What I
am about to tell you happens to be a true story which was told me by
one of the parties. This gentleman , who had no particular interest in
Buddhism , took his convalescing child one summer to sunny
Kamakura , a city famous in Japan for its many Buddhist temples and
shrines . On a certain day he and his daughter visited Kencho-ji , a
well-known temple in Kamakura, for no other reason than that the
temple and grounds were so serene and attractive . Since he had no
intention of doing zazen or of engaging in any devotions , it would
appear that what led him there was nothing more than this pleasant
atmosphere . But we must not overlook "latent motivation and
undiscernible response .''
Before returning to Tokyo, late in the summer, this gentleman
decided to call on the abbot of Kencho-ji. During the visit the abbot
spoke nothing of Zen but simply served his visitor tea , exchanged
pleasantries with him , and gave him as a present a small sutra book
containing the Buddha's sermons and dialogues. Believing the gift to
be no more than a routine gesture, the man didn't even open it . Still,
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when he returned home he put the little book in the family Buddhist
altar-shrine. Notice: latent motivation and discernible response .
A few years passed. One day after a nap in a reclining chair
near the altar-shrine, he spied the little book. Out of idle curiosity
and to pass the time, he took it down and began thumbing through it.
This particular sutra talked about the love of parents for their children
and the good karma that flowed from it. This man was so impressed
by the contents of the book that he immediately dispatched a servant
to a Buddhist bookstore to buy him a commentary on the sutra . This
he read thoroughly and became .convinced of the profundity and
applicability of the sutra to his daily life. He was still without direct
guidance , but the fact of his having received the book from the abbot
was surely indirect guidance . So we now have discernible motivation
and unapparent response .
It soon became evident to this man how easily one can go
astray studying alone, so he decided to visit the master of a nearby
Zen temple for monthly instruction . Now his karma was ripe and he
commenced zazen under the guidance of the abbot whose temple he
had first visited in Kamakura. Discernible motive and discernible
response.
Mencius, the Chinese sage, said, "Whatever is accomplished
_in one day is not accomplished in that day alone; it is accomplished
by (previous) causes." Nothing, then , is done in one day or night ,
and of course nothing happens of itself.
Now , even as there are many Buddhas so are there many
Bodhisattvas, and between them and ourselves there is also a
responsive communion. Given this sympathetic attraction between
Buddhas and Bodhisattvas on the one hand and ourselves on the
other , it might be asked, Can we not become Buddhas even without
practice and discipline? Unfortunately , it is not so simple and this is
why: The attraction is not merely between them and us; it exists
between us and all other forms of existence. Thus we respond to
devils as much as to Buddhas , to bad friends as well as to good , to
both selfish and altruistic causes . We admire the man who works
hard, but we also envy the lazy fellow who gets by without lifting a
finger.
Just as we can choose which TV channel to watch, so we can
attune ourselves to the Buddha's teaching and improve our lives, or
tune in to those who would persuade us to do evil. One who likes
alcohol inevitably finds himself in the company of drunkards. The
gambler associates with other gamblers. Those who practice zazen are
attracted to people similarly inclined.
This mutual sympathy also extends to animals. Dogs take
kindly to a person who likes them, and so do cats . In a certain sense,
this type of attraction is even more sensitive than that between
human beings since animals, having less complex minds, are
naturally more intuitive. As an example, when cattle are led into the
slaughterhouse they sense their fate and protest in their own fashion ,
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even with tears in their eyes . Buddhists stress vegetarianism because
of this empathy between man and beast. Confucius said , ''One who
has heard the scream of an animal being killed could never bear to
eat any animal ' s flesh ."
In one of the Chinese scriptures there is recounted the incident
of a boy who used to play with seagulls by the ocean . One day his
father , who had observed his rapport with birds, said to hm,
" Tomorrow catch one of those birds for me , will you? " "If you insist,
father , I will ," the boy replied . But the next day when the boy went
down to the beach as usual , no seagulls were in sight . This story is
believable if we accept the fact that the birds sensed the boy's
intention to snare one of them and for that reason never appeared .
In this connection there ' s a remarkable anecdote involving a
Zen master in ancient China who had no head monk in his monastery .
When asked by his monks why he did not appoint one he replied,
" My head monk has not yet been born. " The monks were perplexed
by this cryptic answer . Sometime later the Master informed them ,
" My head monk has been born ." This statement left them no less
bewildered, but they did not press him for an explanation . Again ,
many years later, the Master announced , "My head monk has
become a novitiate and is undergoing training on a pilgrimage .'' The
monks found this answer no more enlightening than the others . Then
one day the Master told his monks , " Inasmuch as my head monk is
coming today , please clean his room ." Telling them exactly when the
head monk would arrive, he added, "You must go to the main gate to
welcome him. ''
With mixed feelings the monks cleaned the room , and at the
proper time went to the main gate . A traveling monk had indeed
arrived . After the visitor had gone to the Master ' s room to extend his
formal greetings, the Master inquired , " When did you decide to
come to this monastery? " " A few months ago I heard of you. I
wanted to meet you and practice under you ," the traveling monk
replied . To this the Master said, " I knew before you were born
that you would come here . That is why I did not appoint a head monk
until today. Although you are new, from now on you are the head
monk.''
The Master then spoke to him as follows : " You and I were
born in India at the time of the Buddha Shakyamuni and became his
disciples . We worked very hard and developed a mysterious power.
Naturally we were good friends . Subsequently , for three lifetimes ,
you were an emperor , and because you reveled in a worldly life you
lost this power . I, on the other hand, having continued to perfect
myself, still retain that power . That is why I was able , even before
you were born , to predict that you would come here." (This monk, I
might say, in time became one of the most distinguished masters in
the history of Zen . In Japan he is known as Unmon.)
When my own teacher, Harada Roshi, related this story, he
stated that its import could not be understood on the level of our
puny intellect .
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Lastly, there is also mutual sympathy and response between
teacher and student . A teacher who is a strict disciplinarian will
attract many ardent disciples, whereas one who is lax will find
himself surrounded by lukewarm students. Enlightenment involves a
responsive communion. A competent teacher can help a student make
his mind a clean slate. The harder the student strives the stricter the
teacher's guidance . Eventually this brings about enlightenment.
- adapted from the booklet
EIGHT BASES OF BELIEF IN BUDDHISM
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"Zazen, even done for a short time by one person,
enlivens and unifies all forms of existence . It covers
infinite time and pervades past, present and future
while simultaneously working ceaselessly for the
enlightenment of all sentient beings."
Dogen
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A L0lter:
,,The~Keti_g~~of
Zffl.-"Tt.WM Me-Off-''
Chanting during Temple Night

This is an excerpt from the M.S. of a new book by Roshi Kapleau. A subsequent Zen
Bow will be devoted entirely to giving readers a preview of the book. However in the
meantime Roshi has been good enough to allow Zen Bow to publish this excerpt.
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DEAR ROSH!, this letter is the result of months of stewing about a
problem that I had assumed would disappear on its own or that I
could resolve somehow. But nothing seems to be happening, so I'm
writing in hopes that you can shed some light on the subject.
Basically, my problem is this: the whole "religious" aspect of
Zen turns me off. I don't see what buddhas and bodhisattvas, the
heavens and hells of buddhist cosmology, the six realms of existence
and all the other flowery conceptions of the sutras have to do with the
pure and simple task of finding out who I am.
Zen appealed to me in the first place because it is so simple
and direct, cutting through abstractions and fantasy for a clear view
of the Truth . No baloney, just zazen. But since I've been at the
Center there have been more ceremonies and chants all the time and
I just can't get used to them .
The whole time I am participating in a ceremony or chanting it
is very difficult to continue doing zazen. I feel as if I am in a movie
about some exotic religious cult. I think a lot of other people feel this
way, too, and this gives our ceremonies a kind of stilted,
self-conscious feeling .
Perhaps my problems stem from a childhood faith in
fundamentalist Christianity. I was a devout and emotional believer for
years before skeptical adolescence laid bare the hypocrisy and basic
emptiness of our church. I must admit that sometimes the Prajna
Paramita sutra moves me to the point of tears, and this makes me
angry because my emotions have betrayed me before. What does
getting all choked up about a bygone buddha have to do with
becoming a buddha right now?
Bowing and prostrating before the Buddha in the zendo also
throws me. It is meaningful for me to bow to you, my teacher, for
whom I feel a deep respect and gratitude. It is also wonderful to be
able to bow after each round of sitting to fellow members of the
sangha whose zazen helps sustain mine . But I feel no direct ,
immediate relationship with the gilded statue on the altar, no sense of
oneness like I feel with you and the sangha . The plate of cakes and
fruit in front of the buddha always makes me want to burst out
laughing . Who eats them, anyway? If we're all buddhas, why not just
pass them around the zendo? If everything is buddha, why not simply
bow to each other or to a beautiful flower instead of a statue that
inevitably arouses feelings of idol worship?
Please don't think that these feelings are frivolous or fleeting.
They run deep and seem to constitute my major problem in practicing
here at the Center . A friend of mine once remarked that the
appealing thing about Zen Buddhism is that "you can just take the
Zen without the Buddhism ." Here at the Center at least this isn't so .
Why is ''religious Zen'' necessary? How can I stop viewing it as a
distraction and a nuisance and use it to find out who I am?
Love,
Carol
9
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DEAR CAROL , your sincere and forthright letter caused me to sit up
and actually think about what is behind the devotional aspects of Zen,
and about the reasons I used to give myself for doing what now
comes as naturally as eating when hungry and resting when tired .
The sentiments you express about "religious Zen " might also have
been written by me some twenty-five years ago , and so I can
sympathize with you .
Before I went to Japan and began training in Zen I had read
and studied the philosophical approach to Zen of D.T . Suzuki and
many other writers . I was shocked and dumbfounded , then , after
landing in a real Zen monastery to find myself surrounded by figures
of buddhas and bodhisattva~ and in the midst of chanting and other
ceremonies that struck me as weird and un-Zen-like. Like yourself, I
wondered , 'What do these rituals have to do with the truth of my
being? What is the need for flowers and fruit on the altar when you
have zazen? '
How well , too , I remember the first time I came before my
teacher in dokusan. As you know, it is customary to prostrate oneself
before the roshi as a sign of respect and humility . But how that went
against my grain, and how I resisted it! "Why should I bow down
before another human being? Are we not all supposed to be equally
endowed with the buddha-nature? Why doesn 't he bow down before
me? Anyway, what does all this have to do with Zen?"
My teacher , well aware of these thoughts within me, said
nothing , viewing my frustrated maneuvers at each dokusan with an
amused smile . Then one day , when I was having a more awkward
time than usual trying to prostrate , he suddenly shot at me ,
' Kapleau-san, when you make prostrations in dokusan you are not
bowing down before me but before your own buddha-nature. "
" Aha! So I' m not bowing down to him , I' m bowing down to
myself! That 's different ." Thereafter bowing came more easily , but
many more years had to elapse-years of prostrating and bowing and
gasshoing before the buddha - before the last barriers of self-andbuddha disappeared .
Not long afterwards I met a fine monk with whom I could
converse in a way not possible with my formal teacher, and I took up
the matter with him .
''What is the point of offerings and prostrations to the
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Buddha? From everything I've read and studied in Zen, none of the
great Chinese masters did anything like this. Isn't this so?"
"No, it isn't so. Are you not familiar with Obaku (Huang-po)?"
"Yes, of course ."
'' After making offerings to the Buddha he would do
prostrations with such fervor, burying his head in the mat, that he
acquired a permanent red mark on his forehead . This may not appear
in the usual English translations of Zen texts, but go to any Zen
monastery and raise doubts about prostrations and you will be told
this same story . And let me tell you another incident .
''On one occasion Obaku was taken to task while making
obeisance to the Buddha . Seeing him bowing down, a novice monk
(who happened to be a prince) remarked, 'In our pursuit of Tao we
must not be attached to the Buddha nor to the dharma nor to the
sangha. What does the Venerable one seek after in performing these
rites of obeisance?'
"Obaku replied , 'I am attached neither to the Buddha nor to
the dharma nor to the sangha. I am only engaging in the usual rites
(of showing respect and gratitude to the Buddha) .'
"'What is the use of rites?'
"Obaku thereupon gave him a slap .
"'You are being too crude,' said the novice.
"'What kind of thing do you find in this place that you should
speak of "crude" and "refined"?' Obaku fired back. And he gave
him another slap."
You ask, Carol, what the devotional aspects of Zen have to do
with "the pure and simple task of finding out who I am." Actually
Obaku, in his wholehearted prostrations, was declaring with great
eloquence who he was , affirming that his own essential nature and
that of the buddha are indivisible. At the same time in bowing down
he was offering to buddhas the fruits of his zazen out of gratitude for
their beneficence which made it possible. Were he to have seen the
buddha figure as merely an aesthetically fashioned scupture, then his
obeisance to it could rightly be called an act of idolatry, since he
would have been reverencing only one fragment, the form, at the
expense of the whole . Rather, his prostrations were acts of pure
creativity, for in his single-minded oneness with all that the buddha
represents he was transcending its shape and endowing it with life.
Bowing down no-mindedly, he was transforming a statue into a living,
11

I
breathing reality.
Obaku ' s devotions were done with the deep awareness that
came out of his enlightenment. But prostrations, when entered into
sincerely, are a source of spiritual nourishment which everyone,
whether awakened or not , can tap. As your practice deepens , feelings
of respect, of gratitude , and of humility toward the Buddha, his
teaching , and those who practice it will grow stronger and naturally
seek expression. It is this yearning and need that makes possible a
true "horizontalizing of the mast of ego" in the un-self-conscious act
of bowing or prostrating . Prostrating in this way, with all awareness
of self and buddha obliterated in you for the moment, you actually
tower above your mere physical height . To experience this unity is to
grasp at a deep level the truth of the Buddha 's teachings , so that
when you hear them you will not have the usual subconscious
resistance to ideas foreign to our own culture , such as the unity of
self-and-other , the unreality of an enduring ego-I, karma, rebirth, and
others . Furthermore, bowing and prostrating selflessly before buddha
figures helps open us up to an intuitive understanding and
appreciation of the exalted mind and manifold virtues of all buddhas.
In this way an intimate rapport is formed with them , a karmic bond
which acts as a powerful impetus to practice .
You say you don't mind bowing down before your teacher ,
whom you respect . But don't forget that he is, so to say, the
Buddha 's deputy . His true-nature, the Buddha ' s and yours are
essentially no different.
Your bewilderment and discomfort at the idea of making food
and other offerings at the altar, Carol , is shared by many beginners,
especially those whose minds adhere fast to the logical and literal.
But isn 't it in the idea of it that the problem lies? After all , what
could be more natural when feeling grateful than to give? Not just
thoughts or words but flowers , fruit, tea, incense-concrete expressions of such feelings-all of which have significance . Rites and
ceremonies that have substance behind them permit us gracefully to
express such feelings ; otherwise we become frustrated and frozen .
Your asking, "Who eats them , anyway? " brings to mind the
story of the two men , one Chinese and one Caucasian, who found
themselves at adjacent graves in a cemetery, paying respect to their
deceased relatives. As the Caucasian laid his bouquet of flowers on
12
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the grave at which he stood, he looked over to see the Chinese
offering at the next, not flowers but rice and cakes . The Caucasian
turned to him and with a wry smile asked, ''When are your ancestors
going to come up to eat that food? " To which the Chinese replied,
"When your ancestors come up to smell those flowers ."
This is not to overlook the importance of the buddha figure
itself; it is far more than a metal or wood symbol. Every first-rate
buddha image stands as a vivid manifestation of our true-mind,
radiating the poise and equanimity , the sensitivity and compassion,
the strength and unity that is within each of us. Count Keyserling in
his book The Travel Diary of a Philosopher observes, "I know nothing
more grand in this world than the figure of the buddha; it is an
absolutely perfect embodiment of spirituality in the visible domain ."
But this is true only if it is an original and has not been mistreated .
Reproductions, which are often churned out in factories, give off an
altogether different wavelength . To see buddha figures in such
surroundings you can almost hear them crying out , or at least you cry
inwardly for them . The workers who produce these copies, no doubt
underpaid and in other ways poorly treated, are weighted down with
resentment and bleak materialism: misery is engraved on their faces .
Surely the dark and disturbed vibrations from these poor peole seep
into the products they are turning out.
An original buddha figure , on the other hand , is a work of
prayer and meditation. The task of one who would create it is to give
dynamic expression to the attributes of a giant among men . To have
any hope at succeeding in this, a sculptor had to adhere strictly to a
religious life, at least during the period of his work . Only by entering
into profound meditation , fully concentrating on and becoming one
with the virtues of a buddha, could there be the purity of mind
required for the task. A figure created by such a man inevitably
absorbs his rare vibrations and in turn imparts them to those who
with believing heart make obeisance before it .
The quality of a buddha is not primarily a matter of aesthetics
but of reverence . An original might receive careless handling by an
art dealer, thus sapping its power . Nor does it fare much better in a
museum , where though it may be cared for respectfully, it is not
revered spiritually . But when a figure has " lived" for some time in a
monastery or training center, nourished by the actual zazen done
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there , it acquires a deep silence and , regardless of its aesthetic
qualities, a radiance . It has been truly said that to understand another
person you must love him or her , and if you do so there is no longer
the need to understand them . In the same way, to appreciate a
buddha figure one must venerate it, and if you venerate it you need
not be concerned with its artistic merits. Endowed with great power
to inspire those receptive to it, it will speak to them directly ,
powerfully . It may not be a treasure artistically , but if it is
treasured-Le ., consecrated as a religious object-its value is
immeasurable .
Besides the buddha figure, the whole altar on which it stands,
with the sensitive arrangement of bodhisattvas and offerings, is a
tangible and visible expression of the Buddha's basic teachings.
Unity, impermanence , non-attachment , no-self-they're all there if
you know how to read them .
It is true that in an ultimate sense every buddha image is so
much baloney, for it purports to depict that which is beyond all
shapes . Then why all the figures , prints, paintings, murals, and
carvings of buddhas? Zen Master Hakuin once said , " Buddhas and
bodhisattvas in reality have no form , and as they have no form they
are unknown to those who dwell on the materialistic level. They have
been given form out of our necessity." In order to identify with
buddhas we humans need to do so through concrete forms. Without
such representations our buddha-mind would , for many , be something
remote , cold , abstract-and utterly ungraspable. And since buddhas
and bodhisattvas are both visible and invisible , material and
immaterial , to the material we offer material things-fruit , flowers
and incense - and to the immaterial we offer purity of mind untainted
by any kind of materiality .
Not only Hakuin but all the masters since Shakyamuni Buddha
have engaged in prostrations and ceremonies. Why would they have
done so-and encouraged all their disciples to do so-were it not a
lofty and valuable practice? Remember , these are men who have
clearly realized that " form is only emptiness ."
Yes , a flower is buddha, Carol, but have you ever tried bowing
down regularly before a bowl of flowers? Very soon the act
degenerates into an empty calisthenic and, paradoxically, has the
effect of making you more self-conscious instead of less .
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It's a pity, Carol, that you were not with us on Temple Night
when we celebrated our national Thanksgiving . As in years past, it
was an occasion for which all of our buddha and bodhisattva figures
were assembled in the Buddha Hall, where members could come and
express devotions as they wished, in an unstructured setting . Some
350 people from every part of the country were there, mostly adults,
but 3-5 year-olds and 13-15 year-olds as well. What a convocation it
was! On the main altar was the All-Encompassing One, Vairochana
Buddha. Like a beacon of light, sitting in vibrant composure, he
looked down with a radiance beyond joy and bliss, beyond knowing
and not-knowing. Flanking him one step lower were the bodhisattvas
Mahakashyapa and Ananda, pillars of wisdom and serenity. Was the
glow on the faces of these three caused by the candles burning
brightly among the flowers and greens surrounding them? Or was it
transmitted somehow by the men and women silently bowing down
before them? Not far away sat Bodhidharma like a mountain, glaring
in awesome , wide-eyed determination . Surely he too must have
smelled! the soft fragrance of incense being offered. And of course
there was ancient Kannon, so lifelike in her tender , merciful strength
that she seemed to breathe as she reached out to the parents and
children who, looking up, offered flowers and fruit before her .
An air of dynamic calm permeated the Hall , which at the same
time seemed to expand with light. This light became somehow
interwoven with the deep , melodic chanting to create a single charged
fabric of light-sound-people. All at once the solemn and sonorous
urgings of the Four Vows rang out as if from the walls and ceiling:
"All beings, one body, we vow to liberate ... ," slowly gathering force
and momentum . Next followed the Prajna Paramita with its stirring
coda : "Gate, gate, paragate .... "
Then in unison, as if directed by
some unseen force, people rose and began circumambulating,
winding from corner to corner of the Buddha Hall like so many
vertebrae of a single spine. "OM-MUNI-MUNI-MAHA-MUNISHAKYA-MUNI-SVAHA! OM-MUNI-MUNI.. .. " over and over this
chanting of hara-centered joy that seemed to issue forth from the
earth itself-a soundless sound that rather than breaking the silence
enriched it. How unique this thoroughly grounded chanting .
"OM-MUNI-MUNI.. .. " -it united the 300 or so chanters in a wave of
awareness beyond thought and emotion. It plumbed the mind,
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drawing it deeper, back into itself. One man afterward described how
moved he had been by it, how he realized for the first time the power
of Zen chanting to transport one beyond all thoughts and imaginings
into a realm of no-mindedness . Similar words came from others.
Later that evening a mother told me how , while doing
prostrations before the Buddha, she had looked over at her
three-year-old daughter beside her, who was prostrating and chanting
for the first time , and had been struck by the shining beauty about
her, the likes of which she had never seen before . " Mommy, why
don 't we do this at home? " her child had asked . This same glow
could be seen too on many other faces . It was as though people had
seen and felt , through a process of osmosis , buddha lands and energy
sources not vouchsafed to them ever before . No great concert or work
of art could have evoked such radiant and transparent fullness . It was
a consciousness not merely expanded but truly transformed .
There is much more I could say to you , Carol-about buddhas
and bodhisattvas, the six realms of existence , and the sutras-but
perhaps this is enough. I have written at such length because you are
a long-standing and valuable member . If this letter succeeds in
dissolving your doubts , then the time it took to write was well spent.
with an embrace in thought ,

•
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Vuaes of~~M~
For some time the Center has sought a version of these verses that would be
suitable for chanting . It seems that those printed below now fit the requirement. The
metered lines give a rhythm and drive necessary to enable chanters to sustain an
energetic chant for a fairly long time. In addition a variation in chanting has been
introduced, which is still being developed.

The Great Way is not difficult
For those who have no pref'rences .
When love and hate both disappear
All things are clear and undisguised.
But even slight distinctions will
Set earth and heaven far apart.

If you would clearly see the Truth
Discard opinions pro and con .
To be snared in dislike and like
Is nothing but the mind's disease.
To fail to see the Way's deep truth
Disturbs in vain mind's nat'ral peace.
The Way is perfect like vast space
Where nothing's lacking or too much.
Our choice to choose and to reject
Prevents our seeing this simple truth.
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Both striving for the outer world
As well as for the inner void,
Condemn us to entangl 'd lives .
So calmly see that all is one
And by themselves false views will go.
Attempts to stop activity
Will fill you with activity
And thus will never lead to peace .
As long as this or that extreme
Beguiles you with its seeming ease
Oneness of all will be unknown .
And not to know this Dharma-Way
Lets conflict lead you far astray .
Thus when denying things are real
You miss their true reality.
But to assert their emptiness
Will also miss the truth by far .
The more you talk and think on this
The further from the truth you'll be .
Stop all this useless thought and talk
You ' ll find that Truth is everywhere .
Returning to the root you 'll find
Th'essential meaning of all things.
If you pursue appearances
You ' ll miss the very source itself.

Awak 'ning is to go beyond
Both emptiness as well as form .
All changes in this empty world
Seem real because of ignorance ,
So don 't go searching for the truth
But let those fond opinions go.
Avoid the dualistic state
For if there ' s just the merest trace
Of this and that, of right and wrong
True mind is lost , confused , distraught.
From One Mind comes duality
Yet do not cling to this One Mind .
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When mind in Tao rests undisturbed
Then nothing more can give offense ;
And when the world offends no more
Its former power to bind is gone ,
And when discriminations cease
The old mind too just drops away .
For things are things because of mind
As mind is mind because of things.
So when this goes, so goes that too,
While Emptiness unites the two
And in It are all worlds contained.
When you ' re no longer dependent
Upon distinctions coarse and fine
Opinions too will lose their grip.
Vast is Great Way's activity
Beyond easy and difficult,
But those who hold to narrow views
Are fearful and irresolute
Their frantic haste just slows them down .
Attachment to no matter what,
And this includes enlightenment,
Will surely make us lose our way ;
But just let go of clinging mind
Things will be seen just as they are
All restless movement having ceased.
Be one with Tao, your own True self
The same True self of everything
And travel freely , undisturbed.
But live in bondage to your thoughts
You 'll be chained down, constrained, confused;
This heavy burden weighs you down
Oh, why keep judging good and bad!

If the Great Way you wish to know
Do not reject this world that comes
From out of senses and ideas;
For as it is, whole and complete
It is indeed enlightenment.
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The wise do not strive after goals
But fools themselves in bondage put .
The Dharma has no here nor there
Distinctions from small mind arise .
To seek great Mind with thinking mind
Is certainly a grave mistake .
From mind comes stillness and unrest ,
But when awakened transcends both .
If all these pairs of opposites
Come out of our deluded mind-

They 're dreams, illusions , flowers of airWhy strive to get them in your grasp?
So, gain and loss and right and wrong
For once and all get rid of them!
For if the eye no longer sleeps
Beguiling dreams cease nat'rally.
If mind does not discriminate
All things are as they are , as One ,

And going to this simple source
We're freed from all entanglements .
When all is seen with single mind
To our self-nature we'll return;
This single mind goes right beyond
All reasons and comparisons.
Stop all movement; there's no movement,
Stop rest and 'no-rest' comes instead
When rest and 'no-rest' cease to be
Then even oneness disappears .
This ultimate finality's
Beyond all laws , can't be described.
With single mind , one with the Way
All ego-centered strivings cease ,
Then all our doubts and wand'rings stop
And true faith pervades all our life
A single stroke , all clinging's gone
There's nothing left for us to grasp
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All's empty, clear and self-revealed
Without exerting power of mind.
Thought cannot reach this state of truth,
And it evades mind's faculties.
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In this true world of Emptiness
Both self and other are no more.
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To enter this true empty world
Immediately [immedjatly] affirm 'not-two'
A single voice speaks this 'not-two'
And nothing's separate, left outside .
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In every place, and at all times
Awak'ning means to enter this.

rong

Beyond all space, beyond all time
One instant is ten thousand years.
There is no here, there is no there
Before your eyes the whole world lives .
One Truth beyond all boundaries
Where large is small and small is large
What is, is not; what is not, is;
If things are not like this for you
You're not yet master of your life.
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In everything the One is seen
And in the One all things are seen
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If you can live this kind of life
Perfection will not worry you.
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Our faith mind is at root not-two
Not-two is what our faith mind is
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And all these words are only words
For Great Way is beyond all words,
Where there is no yesterday
No tomorrow, no today .
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New Zendo Buddha

I S ~ r P~w-eM ~ Q r ~
"Mud for making a stupa given with a devout mind is far more
valuable than vast quantities of gold."
Buddha

"The religion that I was brought up with was full of rituals and
ceremony conducted by dead people for dead people. It was probably
this more than anything else that drove me away from that religion
and forced me to look elsewhere . Am I not once more following a
path that will lead to dead ritual?"
"Ritual and ceremonies and chanting seem to take up more
and more time and therefore less time is available for zazen; yet it is
said that zazen is the royal path. Why not cut out some of this
extraneous stuff and let's stick to zazen."
"I came to Zen because zazen seemed so valuable . What do I
want with bowing down to Buddhas?"
How would the patriarchs have answered these remarks? What
would Buddha have said? For example, Shakyamuni Buddha, did he
bow down to anyone? Did he advocate ritual and ceremony?
Nagarjuna said, ''The way in which Bodhisattva Shakyamuni made
venerative offerings to the various Buddhas, of his life, past, family,
seven treasures, servants, and so on for countless kalpas is beyond
the comprehension of ordinary man.''
Dog en who brings this quotation to mind says, ''There has
never been anyone who has realized Buddhahood without having
venerated at least one Buddha, for therein lies the origin of
Buddhahood. ''
Why is this so, why bow down to Buddhas? We are told that
all is mind, that Buddha is mind, that we are mind. So why not bow
down to ourselves? This very question was asked of Buddha: "Why,"
he was asked, "do Buddhas venerate the law within others rather
than within themselves?" Buddha replied, "Because it is customary
to do so,'' an answer echoed by Huang Po thirteen hundred years
later in response to a very similar question. Buddha went on to
explain further, however. He said, "If a monk wishes to venerate the
law treasure he should not venerate the law treasure within himself;
rather he should venerate those who know and possess the law. I also
do the same, that is to say, even though the law is within me, I
venerate the law within other Buddhas."
Is there any merit in this veneration? If there is, are Zen
Buddhists to care? Are we not to try at least to emulate Bodhidharma
who cut through Emperor Wu's clinging to merit and clinging to
reward for merit with the simple phrase, "No holiness; vast
emptiness"? There was once an old blind man who, seeking help,
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cried out to those who value merit to come forward and help him .
Buddha gave the old man the help he needed . Someone went up to
Buddha and asked, "How is it that you value merit? Surely you don't
need any further merit?" Buddha's reply was, "As a result of
training over innumerable past kalpas I have realized great merits,
done various good deeds . Even so, because of my respect for merit
I venerate it without seeking reward." Buddha's reply is simple and
straightforward . Zorba the Greek said that some people are like
grocers-they weigh everything. 'If I do this, then I get that; is it
worth doing this when I already have got that ,' and so on.
During a revolution in China in 1911 troops pillaged and
destroyed many monasteries . Accounts of some of this destruction are
given by Hsu Yun in his autobiography . He tells of troops who were
stationed at the Hsi T' an monastery pulling down the copper figure of
Maharaja (the protector of the monastery) and of their destroying the
Buddha Hall and shrine of the devas . Hsu Yun felt that he had to
stop such wanton destruction and so went down from the mountain
where he was living to go to see the commander of the troops who
were responsible for the destruction . He did this even though he
knew that this same commander had issued a warrant for his arrest.
Hsu Yun arrived at the commander' s home and found
him chatting with a friend. When the commander realized that it was
Hsu Yun who was standing before him an,d had also heard the reason
for his call he became terribly angry and demanded to know ''What is
Buddhism good for?" Hsu Yun replied that the Buddha's teaching
stresses control of mind which is the root of everything . "If the root
is right everything will be in order.''
The commander was mollified somewhat but still belligerent,
and growled , "But what's the good of all these clay and wooden
statues? " Hsu Yun replied, " The Buddha spoke of the Dharma and
its expression . The latter reveals the doctrine which without symbols
cannot be known and will never arouse feelings of awe and
reverence .'' However he also said as he was ending his explanation ,
" If all phenomena are not regarded as such the Tathagata will be
perceived.''
Hsu Yun's reply is profound but full of common sense . We
are people, and as people have feelings, tendencies, thoughts . Our
actions are guided by these . Our surroundings, the people we have to
deal with and the things they do and say all affect us . If our
surroundings are of one kind they induce feelings of awe and
reverence . Of another kirtd they cause us to feel lonely and afraid .
Who can wait on a subway station late at night without some sinking
feeling ; who can walk through an English garden in mid-summer and
not feel at peace or walk into a football stadium crowded with
enthusiastic spectators and not feel aroused and expectant?
But aren't we supposed to be above all that? Aren't we
supposed to be able to move through life without these fluctuations of
feelings? No, says Hsu Yun , feelings of awe and reverence are
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necessary and are aroused by Buddha figures . But he also says, " If
all phenomena are not regarded as such, the Tathagata will be
perceived .'' The aim of Zen practice is not to deny feelings but to
purify them. Thus Huang Po says, "Your prostrations are in vain. Put
no faith in such ceremonies . Away with such false beliefs ." A mind
that is scheming, that retains an image or a thought of the goodness,
holiness, beauty, relevance, worthwhileness of bowing is an impure
mind and such bowing is vain , worthless and a blot on religious
practice. "If you conceive of a Buddha, you will be obstructed by that
Buddha,'' says Huang Po. But this does not mean that we are not to
bow down to Buddhas because in the pure act of bowing our mind is
cleaned of conceptions of Buddha . It was Huang Po of whom it is said
that he bowed so fervently that he acquired a permanent red mark on
his forehead .
"We can take refuge in the Three Treasures because of our
desire for enlightenment . Having done so we can be certain that even
though our body and mind are in a constant state of birth and decay,
our law body will continue to grow until we finally realize
enlightenment .'' (Dogen)

~~+~~~
When Tan Yuan set up a feast for Chu the National teacher in
commemoration of his death day a monk asked, ''Will the teacher
come or not?''
Yuan said, "I have not yet attained to the art of mind reading ."
"What is the use of setting up the feast?"
"I do not wish to discontinue the doings of the world."
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The following is a list of ceremonies and observances which recur
each year at the Rochester Center. It is included in order that those
who cannot get to the Center are nevertheless aware of what
happens.

Buddha's Parinirvana
February 13
Vesak
late May

SPRING
All-day sitting with chanting service that includes circumambulation
and special eko (chant).
FAST DAY ending with evening zazen and CEREMONY DEDICATED
TO WORLD PEACE (special offerings [monetary and incense],
chanting, prostrations, circumambulations; Roshi gives Three Refuges).
TEMPLE NIGHT: various altars set up in Buddha Hall for offerings
and personal devotions; chanting, circumambulations .
BABY BUDDHA INSTALLATION in Buddha Hall-members and
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Scene from
"The Birth of the Buddha"
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children enshrine the baby Buddha on special altar, with offerings;
STORY OF BUDDHA'S BIRTH told ; (annual parade, balloon release,
picnic) .
BUDDHA'S BIRTHDAY: personal offerings of sweet tea to Baby
Buddha ; play of Buddha ' s birth ; sleeping sages tell Jataka tales .

Bodhidharma Day
October 6

AUTUMN
Zazen (40-minute rounds)
Ceremony: chanting ; Roshi gives Dharma speech, directly addressing
Bodhidharma ; funeral cymbals struck three times .

Halloween
October 31

Hungry ghost skit, with chanting and offerings from children
incorporated into it .

Thanksgiving
Weekend
late November

THANKSGIVING DAY (morning ceremonies) : reading of Buddhist
passage aloud , chanting and circumambulation, talk on gratitude by
Roshi , (music, refreshments) .
Observance of WORLD FAST DAY; TEMPLE NIGHT (see same
under Vesak).
JUKAI : taking of precepts (including Resolutions and Refuges) ;
receiving Buddhist names (3-year members) .
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Buddha's
Enlightenment
December 8
New Year's
late December
through
January 1

WINTER
Reading Buddha's enlightenment account aloud .
Ceremony : chanting , circumambulation , voicing of MU , "tossing " of
sutra books .

ALTAR PURIFICATION CEREMONIES, with chanting, in Sangha
homes (senior staff).
Ritual cleaning and purification of the Center .
REPENTANCE CEREMONY for the entire Sangha: chanting,
confession, repentance gatha, resolution .
NEW YEAR 'S EVE CEREMONIES : Reading aloud of resolutions
chosen from those submitted by all members ; Incense offerings at
altars throughout house ; driving out of demons-noise-making
circumambulation ; precepts administered by Roshi; candle-lighting
ceremony-gamalong gongs ; New Year's prayer read aloud ; (music,
refreshments).

-
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The Buddha figures whose photographs appear below are seeking a
new home. If you would like to acquire one would you please contact
Casey Frank at the Center who would be glad to give you any further
information that you might need and suggest a reasonable donation
to make to the Center.

1. SEATED BUDDHA, wood, total height 18"

-Shan Province Burma (color , black)

3. BUDDHA HEAD , bronze cast, total height 14"
-origin unknown
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2. SEATED BUDDHA, wood , total height 18"
-Shan Province Burma (color, gold-brown)

4. VAIROCHANA BUDDHA, wood , gold leaf,
seated on carved lotus base with nimbus ,
total height 40" -Japanese

"The mind of the Zen adept is tautready like a drawn bow.''
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